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THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER

WOOSTER VOICE

Wooster, Ohio 44691

Change in Alcohol Policy
Worries Greeks
ANN SCHMTTZ
Staff Writer
This year there has been a change in
the alcohol policy on campus.

containers (i.e.
party balls, pony kegs or kegs) are no
longer permissible withoutaparty contract This is a change from last year,
Multiple-servin-

Gary Fbier;the New Owner ce the Pine Street Cccfee Shop

r.

-
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Pine St Coffee Shop : 'Just a Good Cup of Coffee'
CONSTANCE PARAS
VoiccS taff Writer

but are extended on the basis of occo
patkxi. The coffee shop features outdoor seating as well as indoor, along
with plenty of decks of cards, especially for euchre fans. He has added
locally baked pies, Danishes, doughnuts and cereals to his menu. NewspaStudents have already ap- per vending machines and magazines
proached him about hanging their provide reading material.
The coffee prices are a little higher
art in his establishment, as well
than
very
those of the previous owner.
as performing there. He is
welcoming of such opportunities Fisher attributes this to the higher qual-it- y
of coffee being used.
and encourages those interested
"And no pot of coffee sits for more
to contact him at the coffee shop.
The hours are from 9 am.-- l 1p.m., than half an hour," Fisher said.

new counters, a new floor, installed
new carpeting and two televisions.
Wooster's serious lack of a good When asked about the atmosphere, he
coffee shop has been remedied this said he was aware it was considered
yearbyGaryFisher.ownerofthenew "not bohemian enough," but that was
Pine Sl Coffee Shop.
not his goal in the first place. His goal
A
coffee was to provide a good cup of coffee.
self-proclaim-

ed

lover. Fisher has taken over the
old Pine St. Cafe and revamped
it to suit his own tastes.

Td been looking for a space open
a coffee shop and heard about this one
through word of mouth," Fisher said.
Midway through June, Fisher be
gan leasing and remodeling. He built

The Student Government Association will be allocating over $15,000
to student groups during the next two
weeks, making this year's allotment
the biggest in SGA's history. DeGraw
explained that the increase in funds
came as a result of the Cabinet's decision to allocate some of the SGA
carry-ovmoney.
The Student Senate budget hear
er

when this rule only applied to full kegs.
In reference to the change, Director
ofResidential Life Dwayne Davis commented, "Alcohol problems on campus are frequently related to multiple--servin- g
containers." He went on to say
that the size a group that could fit into
a room is one that would encourage
intoxication of individuals if a multiple-serving
container was present.
Clubs and sections on the whole are
having a rather negative response to
the newest change in the alcohol policy .
"Maybe they the administration
are trying to make It impossible financially for the clubs and sections to have
parties by forcing them to switch from
kegs to cases," commented Alexis
S parks, a member of Zeta Gamma Phi.
Although Greeks feel thatthechange
effects them the most, the administra- -.
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I.S. Grants Awarded
GREG SLOUGH
Special to the Voice

This year the College has again
received funds from the Ohio Board
of Regents, the Dewald family endowment and the Hughes Medical
Institute to support the independent
study projects of juniors and seniors.
Approximately $13,000 in grants
will be disbursed for enhancing independent projects and making possible a professional quality thesis, as
well as for potential publication for
the project.
These grants, typically ranging from
$30 to $700, may be used to subsidize
travel tornajortibrariesor museums of
research facilities, or to inie rview
ings are scheduled to begin following will debate the committee recom
the first Senate meeting on Sept 24 th. mendations, make necessary major figures in their fields of study.
Research support can also be
A Budget Committee will review the changes, and vote on the Semester I
used to develop and distribute quesapplications and interview organiza- budget at that meeting.
"Allocating funds for student tionnaires with which to gather intion leaders to determine the needs of
is one of our biggest respongroups
formation or purchase supplies and
groups.
various student
Johnson.
Cara
staled
sibilities,"
will
make
small equipment items (software,
The Budget Committee
a
vai
lable
are
at
applications
Funding
for example) that become the propits recommendations to the Student
,
today,
and
desk
front
Meet-Lowry Center
erty of the College.
Senate at the annual Funding
This year the I.S. Committee,
ing on Tues., Oct. 15th. The Senate wU be due Friday, October 4 th.
composed of Larry Stewart, English;.

SGA Fmdiiig: $15,000 to
Stadeelt Groups
SGA RELEASE

g

tion remains vehement in its denial
that the change was directed toward
Greeks. Daviscommented,Xlubsand
sections were not targeted by this decision. It was made in regard to the
'
campus as a whole."
"The decision may not have been
directed toward Greeks but indirectly
it affects us most because we sponsor
a very large percentage of the social
events on campus during the weekend," said Kappa Chi President Burt
Keiper. "This decision could prove to
be' counterproductive because if the
number of parties on campus decreases
it migh t encourage people who want to
drink to gooff campus. Then the issue
of drunk driving would have to be
dealt with," he said.
In regards to the campus as a whole,
Keiper went on to say, "College is
supposed lobe a learning and growing
experience and parties offer a great
opportunity for students to learn responsibility (Le. by carding and watcfp-in- g
out for others who attend their
functions). I sincerely hope that the
administration will not take this op-- ,
portunity away from us." -

Alphine Jeff erson, History ; and Greg
Slough, Chemistry, will also distribute a second category of funds
which will cover registration fees,,
travel and accommodations at a national conference where research
results will be presented.
Students wishing to apply for either a research grant or funds for a
conference should use the following
proguidelines: Submit a one-paposal with a specific budget to Professor Greg Slough in the chemistry
ge

department no later than Friday,
October 4.

r.

A second deadline of February 3
will also be available for those requesting money to attend conferences during the spring and summer
terms.
Include in the proposal a specific
description of the project, specific
ways that grant funds will be used and
the amount of money being requested.
Also include a brief supporting statement from the advisor, indicating that
student and advisor have discussed
the proposal in detail.
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Kozol to Speak at Forum Monday
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
Jonathan Kozol, an advocate for
children and the poor and the author
of Rachel and Her Children:
less Families in America, will speak
about "Savage Inequalities" at the
College of Wooster at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in McGaw Chapel.
Kazci's lecture, which is free and
open to the publics one ina scries of

College and, in the aftermath of the
desegregation crisis, at South Boston
High School. In the interim, he helped
and Hispanic parents
to begin one of the most successful store-frotaming centers in the nation.
African-Americ-

an

nt

.

The Chicago

called

Sun-Tim- es

r

Kozol "loclay'srnosteloqucntspokes-ma- n
for America's disenfranchised"
in its review of Rachel and Her Chil-

events intbel99IWoasFprum, which dren. '
Rachel and Her Children, initially
a addressing issues of diversity.
He has devoted almost 23 years to excerpted at nearly full length in two
issues of education and social justice in successive issues of the New Yorker,
was the subject of two special edi- America.
New York
Born in Boston, educated a rations of "Nightline,"
Harvard University ana awarded a 4 "unci editorial and several Congres
Rhodes Scholarship to Magdalen sional investigations. '
The book was awarded the Robert
College at Oxford University, Kozol
camF. Kennedy Book Award for 1989
took part in
and the Conscience in Media Award
paigns of theliue60s.
IJnlike rnany"TyouthfuI activists,' of the American Society of Joumal-ist- s
Kozol has rremaincd-clos- e,
and Authors. A chaniabte foundato the
classroom in the years since. He has tion, supported by Kozol and readers of
taught in the Boston suburb of New- his book, providesemergency assistance
ton, at Yale University, at Trinity to homeless American families.

thvytights

--

SGA

President Robb DeGraw introduces
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SGA held elections
. r..;.i . o
.
i
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Shannon Mclvor '95
offices. I
Cecily Fluke '95
SGA has called the elections
Heidi Distilhorst '95
a success, estimating that thirty
per cent of the student body cast Dilawar Syed '95
Jen Novak '94
ballots. Compared with voter
Steven Morris '94
turnout from previous elections,
Marian Pfeiffer '94
this year's effort received ample
Chip Bieler '94
student support.
Steven Ifeduba 94

Zafar Khaa'94

'94 (at large)
Libra Pass '93

IT-

-

:

Carrie Stoddard '93
Eileen Leonhardy 92
Lorenzo Navarro 92
Alex Benchimol '92
P R DIR.:Eugene DePasquale '93
TREASURER: Suraj Dudhoria 9
SECRETARYrAndrea Morean '93
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Please see Captain Michael P. Staflch
from 10:30am to 2:00pm at the Lowry
Student Center on September 26th
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Within walking distance

DISCOUNTED
INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND
STUDENT
I.D. CARDS
AVAILABLE.
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THE SEARCH IS NOW ON!
PAGEANT"

1992 MISS OHIO USA
NO PERFORMING

TALENT REQUIRED

an applicant who qualifies and arc
between the ages of 18 and under 27 by February
1, 1992, never married and at least a six month
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm students are
ebgibte, you could be Ohio's representative at the
televised Miss USA Pageant ki
February to compete far ever $200,000 in cash and
prizes. The Miss Ohio USA Pageant far 1992 wtfl
be presented in the Grand Ballroom of the
Columbus Marriott North hi Columbus. Ohio.
November 29th, 30th and December 1st. 1991.
the new Miss Onto USA along with her expanse
paid trip to compete in the
televised
Miss USA Pageant, will receive over $2,000 hi
cash among her many prizes. All (trie
If you are

CBS-narJonaD-

y

CBS-naoonal-

y

Interested la competing for the title eaast

f;.

'."

.

JHtaa Ofcto USA

1991 MIm Ohio USA Pageant
Headquarters) Dept. CA
347 Locrut Avenue, Washington. PA 15301-339- 9
Headquarter Phone le 412225-534- 3
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Kathy Wheat 93 of Hart House enjoys the hook-u-

p.

Photo by Mike Pepper

This Year, Small Houses Become Part
Talk Network
Apple
of
DINO DISANTO

computer software that he or she
didn't have through the computer
Staff Writer
"Knowledge is just a touch away." software library.
The use of Apple Talk on campus
This phrase is hard to imagine, but at
Wooster it is now reality with a ser- this year has been expanded. "Last
year only dorms were hooked up, but
vice called Apple Talk.
Apple Talk is a service which this year we're including small
hooks up computer terminals with houses, said Alam.
Over 300 people have already beei
other terminals throughout the camto the system, including
connected
pus. Apple Talk is being coordinated
members.
faculty
by Director of Computer Network"We haven't completed hooking
ing Mahbub Alam.
Apple Talk offers students and fac- everybody up yet," Alam said.
One reason some people are still
ulty many advantages. A student
Apple
dun print papers anywhere on cam- waiting to become part of the
larger dorms
pus that has a laser printer. People Talk network is because
and
Holden
Wagner,
as
such
who have classes using the computinconnected
be
have
to
Armington
ers can access them later from their
houses.
small
the
like
dividually,
rooms. Also, the student can use

Becoming a part of the Apple Talk
system js free to students of the College. A tubor net connector, however, must be purchased by those
who do not already have one. The
connector costs $40 and can be purchased at the bookstore.
The Apple Talk system is just one
of the systems currently being used
on campus.
Bit Net is also used. It allows
students to communicate with other
people on different campuses both
here and abroad.
Inter Net is a system which the
campus is trying to acquire. This
system would allow advanced protocol access to different computers on
other campuses across the country.

Motor Vehicle Regulations Viewed With Disfavor

DINO DISANTO
Staff Writer

are restricted to parking in the rear
of the parking lot. "How can a
The Motor Vehicle Regulations place for the students have regu(stubooklethas been released. The book- lations concerning where
let lists aD the do's and don'ts when it dents) park?" said Keiper. "I just

While campus regulations have
remained fairly consistent, some
major complaints stem from parking problems.
"The parking situation is ridiculous," said Burt Keiper '92. There
just isn't enough parking available
for the number of people with cars.!
Another parking problem arises
over Lowry Center, where students

usa
is

seen
n:

Trt-Sta-te

Application Deadline le October 12. 1991
Letter MUST Induct a recent enepehet.
USA

comes to motor vehicles on campus.

Mi

"

Tri-Sta-te

don't understand."

Lowry Circle is another source of
grief for many students. Students
are prohibited from parking in
Lowry s front drive from 6 a.m. to 6
p.m., except during weekends.
"I don't see why, if there is an
open space in front of the Center,
we can't park there, or if we're
just running into check the mail
why we can't park," said Ming

Chang '93.
students frustrations
arise from the distance they have to
travel to park their cars. They are
restricted to parking in Lowry, Stadium , Wagner or Wishart lots.
"If you have a parking permit at.
the same cost as others, shouldn't
that give you the right to park anywhere?" said Jeff Ross '95.
students are frusWhile first-yetrated about parking areas, everybody is upset at the rate at which
tickets are being handed out.
The cost of tickets has risen from
$5 to $ 1 5 since last year.
First-ye- ar

ar

Pejiit Is ssrt Vtht Uy sffni i i mi Ciaalnrlni
MIm Ohio USA U 'A Camera Piodecnoa'
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TOP TEN
REASON TO SHOP AT
SUE'S HALLMARK
10.

Care package withdraw!.

9. Elvis was last seen here.
8. No text books permitted in store.
7. Close enough for convenience; far
enough for exercise.
6. More fun than seconds of " college.

food".
5.

Its seven o'clock, the bookstore is

closed, and tomorrow is you roomie's

birthday.
4. "College Life" cards by Shoebox Greetings.

:

3. Chocolate makes a great reward.
2. Someone misses you, make them

happy.
1. Wooster's biggest & best store for
cards, candy, and gifts.

SHOP

SUE'S

College Hills Shopping Center
SUNDAYS 11-- 6
ALWAYS OPEN
Submit your idea(s) for "Top Ten" and
receive a full pound of cream and butter fudge free
if we use any of you ideas in
. our next ad.
9-- 9,

.

--
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Kevin Waugh
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clarify misconceptions.

In response to Marc Smith's colIn my eyes it would be impossible
umn, "Spanky Goes Greek," I was to explain the meaning of my brothasked by Mr. Smith to write an ar- erhood, just as it would be equally as

ticle defending Greek life.
Mr. Smith hit upon a very important topic on campus, but instead of
providing insight and answers, he
chose to base his opinions on generalizations and prejudices, provoking argument and hatred. My only
question is. Why do Greeks, or any
organizations, need to defend themselves?
In this article I intend not to preach
position, but rather
a
ek

hard to explain afove of a friend, a
family member, or any interest. I do
not look down upon any individual
who does not understand this kinship. What upsets me is someone
who does not allow himself to understand my choice in being Greek.
In the simplest of terms, a brotherhood is not about J. Crew shirts,
nor is it about conforming individuals, or even a place to party. People
who pledge because of these rea

sons, or people who believe fraternity life is about these things, are
missing the. most important reason
for having the Greek system.
It is about finding a place that one
can relate to and be a part of, just as
one feels a kinship within other organizations. It is important to understand that with this unity, I am
not saying my fraternity is better
than any other organization;, rather,
it is a place which gives me support.
It is also a place that allows me to
support my brothers as well.
In the Scot's Key it states that we
as a community will not discrimi
-

sexual orientation, or political
affiliation... their participation in
College educational programs, activities, financial aid, or employment" If we are to abide by this
code of responsibility, it is important that we do not judge people
solely on generalizations but rather
respect others and their beliefs.
For those of you twho view Greek
life in a similar light as Mr. Smith, I ask
you not to judge us as a whole, but
rather as individuals who believe in a
common denominator.

H,

B. ALLYN FAY

ministration well, what do they do?
Whycan'tthey just come to Wishart
Maybe it's just the beginning of parking lot?
"College won't let "em. Seems this
school Things win get better.
cling Wooster.
Hey, what am I supposed to do with 'event,' as they termed it, is not conA very low buzz...
doned by the College and they take no
this?
-Uh, pardon me, but I just came back
responsibility for It.'
,!'"
Uh.rcjchtog.ieally."
from a year off and a semester abroad.
Event? They can't even say BacSo you'iegrvmgme an alcohol ticket
Are the Greeks still here?
just to tell me that I was drinking? Gee, chanalia? Like. "Well, maybe if we
"Sure."
thanks
don't say it, it won't really happen?"
Do they do anything anymore?
"Where ya going?"
"Well. If you get another one, you
"Anything what?"
Town Hall.
have to come talk to me."
Like have parties?
Yeah? What are we going to talk
"Yeah? I was going to go down to
this party on Spink."
"Uh.sure."
about?
. You don't sound very confident.
"Your alcohol problem."
There's a party down there? Maybe
"Well, I'm not, really."
My alcohol problem? I think you're I'll drive down.
Wait a minute.
the one with the problem about alco-ho- L
"I don't know how big it's going to
Am I at the right school? This is
be. I may end up at Town Hall, too."
Wooster, right? But there are no all- Hey, why don't we just go together?
"Well, just don't do it again."
campus parties, the Greeks are slowly
Whew. This is crazy.
We can stop by that party and then go
getting pushed further and further away
We've got to catch the bus where? downtown if it's dead.
from the rest of campus, and the ad-"Cool. Say,9:30T
"Idunno. Somewhere off campus."

There's a conspiracy going on.
You can hear it in a low buzz cir
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"1:35 am: An "87 Nissan Sentra
was Involved in a three-ca-r
accident
when the driver attempted to change
, lanes while travelling at a high speed
I down BeaH Avenue
Th car apparently ran into another car alongside,
and according to witnesses, both cars
entered a spin, finally flipping into the
other lane in the the path of a semi.
Reported dead are three College of
Wooster students. In an interview a
College of Wooster administrator, replied, "We do not condone, ahem,
drinking on the College of Wooster
campus. The accident didn't occur on
campus, so we take no responsibility
fork. Can I show you our new dorm?
How about our recently renovated stadium? You know, we have an
--

84-milli- on-

dollar endowment"
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SGA Actions
Unconstitutional

More, Responses to 'Spanky Goes Greek!

a lot of Greek
This is in response to Marc "politically correct" organizapeople felt offended, even threatened, Smith's article, "Spanky Goes tion, the campus community
I would like to respond to the recent by Spanky McBride and the ASS's. Greek." This attack on the Greeks
would not have tolerated it. It
changes in the SGA election guidelines There were calls to rally "round the was very inappropriate for the seems
that the Greek organizamade by the Cabinet I am responding Parthenon - "Greeks don't take this day that formal rushing began. tions on this campus are the only
not only asaccrcemed student, but also kind of abuse sitting down. Fight First-yea- r
students walk onto groups which are discriminated
as an
of the SGA back..' Well, we do need to do some- - ., this campus with no preconceived against so freely. For Smith to
I want to printout that there is a thing back: step back. It's a great opinions about the clubs and sec- think that Greeks are not inde;
HUGE difference between election thing to have pride and commitment tions. This attack on the Greek pendent thinkers, who conform
guidelines and publicity guidelines. to our groups, but we don't have to get system gives those students opin- - to a standard and have no other
While both are utilized during an elec up in arms when we are parodied in ions about the Greeks before they friends, he must not possess any-ar- e
.
tion, they are hardly similar.
the school paper.
able to form their own. If thing. other than a superficial.
Had Matt Frankel meant to include
knowledge about Greeks.' There'
C CHASE WALKER 92 Smith had attacked a
election guidelines (the ones that were
recently changed by the Cabinet) in his
of
motion concerning the
the SGA publicity
he should
have stated so explicitly.
By changing election guidelines, the ' I am responding to the red sheet faculty have only one vote, really a application!
Finally, what kind of integrity conrSGA Cabinet acted in violation of the that appeared in my box this week minority vote in the scheme of
things?
trol do you have on this thing? Do
SGA Constitution and their actions (which quickly ended with the 1700
Faculty are likely to be the most you realize that a nominee could get
others in the recycling bins) consltould be considered null and void.
process
knowledgeable
for
cerning
the
nomination
of die college com- -- 100 sheets, take an evening and fill
In addition, there are several disadSenior
Woman.
Man
Outstanding
on
and
munity
out their name on every one of them ,
this
matter.
vantagestotheCabinet'sdecision. Fust,
writing in other people's names as
the
ridiculousness
I
am
the
outraged
shouldnot"win"
Most
People
at
there is no room for
members
ineffectiveness
Outstanding Senior Award, they nominators? A lot of validity the
of the process and the
on the newly formed Senate.
should earn it... This is supposed to process has in that case!
If each class except the junior class, in the way it has been begun.
Firstly- - there was absolutely no be an honoring, not a contest
Perhaps the S.E.C. should reconfor instance, fills all of its vacancies.
Thirdly, The S.E.C. has made it sider its process.
theseopen spaces would have to befilled publicity other that what we reHow about putting up some pubby other. Juniors, rather than members ceived jn our bqxes.if eight .per- -, preposterously hard for people to fill
CHARLIE GALL

ex-Parliament-

For ., some reason,

arian

,

so-call- ed

"re-evaluat-

by-law-

s,"

.

of otherciasses wbo'w6uldbl more cent did not end uvthe blw bias4h&i out your sheet Who designed this?
'"r Special Events Cbmmiaee willbe lucky. Were they up at Sam doing this? I
interested in the positions:'
am supposed to know the box numI threw mine in!
Secondly, by not representing hous
com
ber and extension of the person I am
Secondly, this has turned
ing districts, one group could dominate
nominating? I am required to know
the elections. Every one of the 24 spaces pletely into a popularity contest!
And why in the world would their hometown? Hey, it's not our.
couldbe filled by women from Compton
or Greeks from Bissman, for example.
Thirdly, I believe there was some
question to the fairness of housing dis
tricts and the number of seats allotted to
each on the GA It was stated in The
Voice thai those students living off cam
pus had only two seats allotted mem on
last year's GA
According to admissions statistics,
about 125 students lived off campus.
This is approximately the same number
of people who live in Douglass with
the same number of seats on the former
,

.

The GA was representative of the
campus population.
Fourthly, voting done. only by the
candidate's class is a grossly unfair sys
class should
tem. Ideally, the first-yeweeks, 484
three
After
be490 students.
first-yefor
s other first-students
ar

ar

yearsaxk(whomtheyproDabry don't
even knew). Attnesarre time, rhe senii
students
class has maybe only 250-30- 0
voting (because we all know that class
size drops from year to year).
Matt Frankel said that "government
should not be slow." True, but it should
be fair. Frankel also stated, "What the
Cabinetdki was lock at the motion as
a whole. Though that doesn't go totally
with my motion, the Cabinet has that
fraTfiitiraal right. i
.

Ithinknot

:."

.

"'

fore, his points are not valid, and
this article should never have
been printed.- By possessing the
f,
powers of
Smith;
has the license to write whatever;
-

Editor-in-Chie-

he so chooses!

By, the way, to

date, we have never jumped into
a mud puddle with our "Bucks.":
' JENNIFER BOND '92:
K : : AMY STROUD 92
Ed. Note: See "Spanky Returns to

2

wooster, voice, yoyi

Outstanding Senior or Most Popular?

ion

at-lar- ge

GA

PageS
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Lowery's Comedy,
Sexually Insensitive
I am writing in response to the
comedian Brad Lowery who per
formed at the Underground last Friday, September 13.
Being one who is always up for a
good laugh, I must say I was greatly
disappointed.
Instead of being prompted to
laughter by Lowery's performance,
I was provoked to anger and offense
by his prolonged ramblings about
sex.
I found his comments rude, lewd,
and demeaning to women as well as
men.
He reduced a precious and sacred
experience to a mere act His
comments seemed to promote an
- '
attitude of casual sex.
feeds
It is such an attitude that
into the demoralization and even
tual objectification of women.
If it is our goal as a campus
sensitivity
community
that
important
it
is
issues,
sexual
to
the
including
levels,
all
we do so on
sponsor
to
we
decision of whom
campus.
speak or perform on
to-prom-

ote

.

KTTAMU BARNFTELD "94

S

The Wooster Voice will be enforcing an advertising policy that has
been in place for the past four years. That policy stated that in order to

"

.

guarantee space for a campus group's advertisements and announce
ments, the full advertising rate must be paid ($3.75 per column inch) by
that group. Groups have the option not to pay, but adsannouncements
could only be placed where space was available
This policy continues to be in effect The Voice will make every
effort to place each and every ad or announcement it receives, free of
charge. But those interested in using the Voice to make announcements
must be aware of the Voice's space limitations and deadlines.
All ads and announcements must be received on the Friday (by
4 p.m.) prior to the following Fridays publication, in order to be
considered. Ads and announcements will be considered on a first
basis. In addition, the size of the ad or announce
come first-seras will its importance to the campus-at- a
factor,
will
be
ment
ve

--

.

large.
If groups wish to guarantee space, they may purchase the space
at a rate of $3.75 per column inch
The Voice encourages all campus groups to utilize the Pot- and the Kithe before coming to the Voice. Both the Pot
and the Kithe have unlimited space and are free of charge.'
If you feel, however, that the Voice is a necessary vehicle to
announce your events, please utifize the least amount of space as
possible. The larger the ad or announcement, the less a chance it
will have to be printed.
Jf you have any questions, please contact Marc Smith or Susan
BasementfJgwryJj
haffner in the Voice office
(x-259-

8,

don't ask for all this needless,
informatkxLJt really is a waste of timeJ;
Frankly, I think the best process
would be tQ have the people who?
feel they are deserving enough to

;

i

receive

the award should apply

(sound like how it was done before?),:
and then have the student body get
involved in the process.
In any event, whatever is done, it
licity and a person at a table during shouldn't be a ' popularity contest
lunch. People can come to die table based oh a miniscule number of re- -'
to fill out a nomination, and a mark sponses from a selected few running
on their card, so they do not do it twice. around campus campaigning wi th cop- Next you could give greater creALLEN LINCOLN "92
dence to faculty opinion somewhere

ANNOUNCEMENT
CONCERNING ADVERTISING IN
THE WOOSTER VOICE

ALL-CAMPU-

in the process, perhaps in the second,
level of the choosing process. And

THE VOICE
HAS A POSITION
AVAILABLE
The Wooster Voice is now

accepting applications for
the position of Circulation

Manager.
Any interested student

may apply. '
V
Responsibilities include up
dating and maintaining sub

scription lists, coordinating sub
scription appeal mailings, su
pervising the distribution of the

paper throughout the campus.
and aiding the advertising man
ager in billing.
The hours are only on Fri
days, about two hours per week.
. It's a great resumetuffer.

If interested, please send
etter of interest to:

a

."

Marc Smith, .
The Wooster Voice
Box
C-31- 87

:
,

.
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Author OfBrien Q
Even those times when he has to
stretch a little, pausing a moment for
thai catch word or phrase, the impression is still of amazing grace. A definite sense of awe leaves one with little
doubt that Tim O'Brien is doing what
he was clearly meant to do.
In 1979 O'Brien won the National
Book Award or Going After CacciaX)
and was nominated for the National
Book Critics Circle Award for his most
ncenLbooKTheThingsThey Carried.
He has written two other novels.
Northern Lights and The Nuclear Age
book entitled jf Die in
a
the Combat Zone, and innumerable
short stories which have been published in Esquire, Gentleman's Quarterly, Harpers, and McCaWs , as well
as in anthology form. He has also
received awards from the Guggenheim
Foundation, the National Endowment
for the Arts, and the Massachusetts
Arts and Humanities Foundation.

W
I

O'Brien will be attending various
classes and is also presenting a writers workshop. OfTcampus, he plans
to work with Vietnam veterans living
- ';
in Wooster.
. ; .
Sitting on the Lowry Porch beneath
an omnipresent purple baseball cap
and behind a pair of yellow tinted
;

,-

-

non-ficti-

Tim O'Brien
JEREMIAH G. JENNE
Voice Staff Writer
A casual discussion with Tim
O'Brien is abit like having a"friendly"
match of tennis against Jimmy
Connors. An' easy sense of style
which comes from somebody who is

clearly in his element pervades,
coupled with a fearful curiosity as to
what would happen were this for reaL

--

glasses, O'Brien bears the same
graphic wit and observations he uses
in his stories and novels to explore
topics as diverse as - George Bush,
Vietnam, The Persian Gulf, and the
Boston Red Sox. Given a subject, he

on

.

listens intently, often staring across
the football field into the newly risen

sun before he turns around and starts
talking.with quiet animation, stopping occasionally to light a cigarette before continuing.
' His first book,IIDie in the Combat
Zone, was published in 1973, and is a
gritty account of O'Brien's tour of
duty in Indochina. (He was drafted in
The Cambridge, Massachusetts-base- d 1968.) If IDuintheCombatZonewzs
writer visits the College of written at night while O'Brien was
Wooster through the Lila Wallace
anendingduatejchoolai Harvard
Reader's Digest Writing Fellows pnvtJmversitf."
gram. Wooster is among the first " "Vietnam was what you' would
ex-instituti- ons

It

to participate in this new pect, says O'Brien.
was
and is one of only 15 to re-- neously terrifying and boring. A quiet
ceive a Writing Fellow in 1991-9day and then your world wouldexplode
simulta-progra-

m

2.

all around you. You never knew what Bisquik. He's
and bland
you were doing or why. You'd march simultaneously,1 and not very nutri- into a village and someone might get tious.' He reminds me of the guy who
killed; then the next day you march into was once a
weakling who
the same village, someone else gets becamebigarKlstrorigby lifting weights,
killed.. As a result, people are careful but in his soul is still a
about putting their lives on the line."
weaming.
T was an anti-wactivist I never
O'Brien is a man who clearly enthought I'd end up in it; I always joys what he is doing. He works from
thought that somehow I'd weasel my seven in the morning untO seven in the
way out of iL Then I was drafted: in evening, often for years on the same
those days you either went to Vietnam book. Writing almost entirely straight
or to Canada or Sweden. That's a from his head, O'Brien says heenjoys
helluva choice for someone that age ' the same sense of discovery that he
to make: whether to go off fighting or hopes his readers get He starts with an
to leave your country forever. It's a idea, and then from, that idea' comes,
question of courage. Not the simple, another idea," and from there come
macho, physical courage, but the qui- even more ideas."' and from those
ideas comes a story. "I want to build
eter acts of bravery, moral courage."
Wten asked aboutthe recent war in something beautiful, an artifact, as lastthe Persian Gulf, O'Brien thought "it ing as I can make it," says O'Brien,
was stupid. What did we accomplish?
"that's how I want to spend my days."
We are selective in our morality. Why
Tim O Brien is living in an
with
we
Beall and Bloomington and is
go
didn't
China over
to war
Tibet or with the Soviet Union? Asa currently working on a new novel. "A
veteran, I get a little ticked at the love story," he says. He will be on
bellicosity-- we
are full pfjqursejves I . campus from September, 15 until Octhought we karned pur lesson in Viet- tober 4 and will also rcmrn to campus
nam. We can't do everything; we are for two weeks in April. On October
not the gods of the universe or the 3. O'Brien will be reading a chapter
policemen of the world."
out of his upcoming book at 7:30 p.m.
"George Bush is sort of like in Scheide Music Center.
aU-Americ-

"

an

:

92-pou-
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92-pou-
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Mcpafr Bnsplavs AIDS Memorial Quilt

JUDY NICHOLS
Voice Staff Writer

Students and faculty will have a
special opportunity from Oct 13 to
Oct 15 to view part of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt an ongoing national
project which will bring the deadly
disease to a highly personal level.
Campus organizations and commu-"nit- y
groups have worked together in
planning the Quilt display and related events to increase awareness
about the disease and to offer help in
coping with the epidemic
AIDS Memorial Quilt displays
like Wooster s are directed by the
NAMES Project an organization
founded in San Francisco's Castro
district in June 1987 after the community suffered devastation from the
AIDS epidemic.
With is Quiltdisplays, the NAMES
Project strives to show the names and
lives behind the statistics, to build a

powerful symbol of remembrance
which draws people of great diversity
logetherarid encourages
donations in communities hardest hit
by the epidemi- cmuch-need-

ed

The basic building block of the
AIDS Memorial Quilt is a panel bearing the name of someone who has
died from AIDS. Eight panels, each
measuring three feet by six feet, are
sewn together to form a 12 by 12

Director of Student Activities, and
Bob Rodda. Director of Lowry Center and Student Activities, have
headed the Wooster Host Committee
of the NAMES Project AIDS Me-

square foot unit .
Families and friends can join together to create a panel for a loved
one who has died from AIDS. Regardless of the materials used, each
panel conveys a sense of the vitality
and importance of each individuaL
Wooster will receive 15 sections
of the Quilt to display in McGaw
Chapel. Students, faculty, and community members may view the Quilt
from 4 pjn. to 8 pjn. on Sunday,
Oct 13. and from 10 ajn. to 8 pjn.
on both Monday, Oct 14 and Tuesday, Oct 15. Information about
AIDS will be available in McGaw
. during the display hours, along with
merchandise and videos about the
disease and the Quilt
Both campus organizations and
community groups have worked to- gether to bring the Quilt display to
Wooster. Mary Jo Otto. Assistant

ness Program, Students for Peace
through Action, and the Voice are
just a few of the campus organizations sponsoring the event They are
joined by the Community Action of

morial

Quilt SAB, the Sexual Aware-

Wayne and Medina Counties,
Wooster Community Hospital, and
many others.
The Wooster Host Committee has
planned several other events in conjunction with the Quilt display.
From Monday, Sept 30 through
Thursday, Oct 3, a chronological
sequence of documentaries will be
shown in Mateer Auditorium at 8
p.m. each night
Documenting AIDS will focus on
the treatment prevention and social
consequences of AIDS. On Tuesday, Oct 8 at 8 pjn. in McGaw
Chapel, Buck Harris from the Ohio
Department ofHealth will give a talk
entitled "AIDS in the "90j."

?

.

Volunteers will design a panel for day, Oct 16, a panel discussion
Chuck "Chasen" Gaver, Class of entitled "Persons Living with
1975. on Wednesday, Oct 9 and AIDS " will explore way s of dealThursday, Oct 10 from 1 1 a.
ing with the disease.
This event will conclude the
pjn. in Lowry Center. Main Lounge.
The completed panel will be sent to AIDS Memorial Quilt activities and,
the NAMES Project for inclusion in as Bob Rodda points out win hopefully give persons assurance in cop-the AIDS Memorial Quilt
Longtime Companion will be ' ing with the epidemic of the 90s.
Both Otto and Rodda noted that
shown in Mateer Auditorium at both
7:30 and 10 pjn. on Saturday. Oct volunteers are still needed for the
12. Admission is $1.
Quilt display. Applications are avail- A special opening session at 4 able at the Lowry Center Director's
pjn. on Sunday, Oct 13 in McGaw Office and are due by Oct 4.
Chapel will mark the beginning of
The Committee has requested
the Quilt display.
sections of the Quilt for the display
Jennifer Ward, Professor of Ger- that contain names of those who
man, is planning the ceremony in lived in northeastern Ohio. If everywhich a few sections of the Quilt will thing goes as planned, commented
be unfolded and names of persons on Rodda, Wooster may be the first
display site for three new sections of
the Quilt will be read. '
Other sections of the Quilt will the Quilt Visitors to the Quilt can
already be on . display in the Chapel ' sign a signature panel and express
for the public to view.
their thoughts about the display.
OnTuesday.Oct 15,Dr JacobGayle
TheAIDS Quilt display willhope-fuH-y
spark more activities and disof the Center for Disease Control win
give a talk at 8 pjn. in theGault Recital cussions about the problems faced by
Hall of the Scheide Music Building.
individuals in the '90s. Rodda obALo in Gault at 7:30 on Wednes serves, "You cannot leave unmoved."
m.-1:- 30

.

..

;
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Ayei House Plans Graphic Arts

Writing Workshops

.HJ
1

n--

-

CONSTANCE J. PARAS
Voice Staff Writer
Returning to college every fall
often means a return to the familiar, but a few surprises usually
appear to be discovered.
One of those surprises this year is

:.r

in the use of Pagemaker, the software
used to lay out the magazine.
While discussing the training sessions, members of the group discovered an interest in graphic design
above and beyond magazine production. The group is offering a design
the new graphic design program, service to the campus and its organizawhose members are living in Avery tions, beginning in November.
House, anew house recently acquired
Any organization needing assistance
by the College. Though the design in creating effective advertisements
group does not have an official name may approach the program with such
as yet, they have definite plans and a request
Unfortunately, there is a limit to
ideas for the semester. '
The basic, purpose of the group is how many cases the group will be able
to instruct the staff of Goliard, the to accommodate, so it is advisable to
College's magazine of writing and art. make arrangements well in advance.

t

-

Photo by Simon Keyes
of Beta Kafpa

On Saturday, September 14, at 1 pjvl the men
PlnOJEANEDUTHEEXroUOROFARMlKnX)NlL

1NG EFTORTTOIMraOVE THE CAMFTJS COMMUNITY.

(BETA RELEASE)

New Coordinator Joins
Recycling Team i
DEB DAVIDSON
Voice Staff Writer

-

We all know that when we
finish a 'soda the can goes not
into the trash,1 bo't'intd'the Wcy- mw
cling' M?!V
What we may not know is
who put those recycling bins there
to catch our soda cans.
The College's new Recycling
Coordinator is Wanda Wilson, a
1991 graduate' of Denison University now at Wooster as an
intern.
Wilson's responsibilities include training the student volunteers, scheduling the recycling
runs, keeping the recycling
equipment in good order, and researching current state legislation.
She has been very impressed
with the support and initiative of

1

creative people.
Avery House members wish to appeal not only to those majoring in
English or the fine arts, but also to
anyone who enjoys creative work.
All events will be well publicized
and everyone is welcome to participate. For further information, call
Constance Paras 93 a' extension 4461 .

-

7

.

1

--

-.-SaiL

a

mffl'iffinu
.in-volvem-

'itttu-rtl-

n

J

inferiors

' FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS
ART AND ACCESSORIES

off on remnants

for students

Phone (216)

-

T"

the students and reports that
dent volunteers handle the bulk
of the work and seem to have a"
lot of encouragement from the
"
'student'bbdyi
'MY Wilson
the importance of student
to make the program a
"J t
success:
"Every little bit helps. The
recycling program depends on
the students' participation."
Wilson hopes to improve the
program by increasing its efficiency, and would like to try finding a convenient place for the
bins without having as much clutter in hallways.
Anyone who has suggestions
or is interested in volunteering
can contact Wilson at x2034, or
send a message to the Service
Building co Recycling
Recent Denison graduate Wanda Wilson heads

( Caipet Crafts
10

of encouraging a community of

-

-

-

Training in the use of Pagemaker software will beavailableby appointment
for those who are interested.
; But beyond graphic arts, the group
is also scheduling writing and design
workshops. Plans for a student fi
showcase are in the works, in the hopes

262-1157-6- 80

Lincoln Way East

Wooster. Ohio 44691

ent

$3

II in I i

Photo by Dan Stefamuk

AUTHORIZED SERVICE FOR
IBM - SWINTEC - ADLER
SMITH CORONA

2522 Cleuelond Road

program.

'--

ATTENTION
SENIORS

Sezvice & Sated.

& MORE

IInS."

the College's recycling

Jypewzitez

SUPPLIES FOR
IBM - BROTHER - ROYAL
SWINTEC - PANASONIC
CANON - SMITH CORONA

f

Fulbright and other grants for
graduate study abroad in academic fields and in the creative and the performing arts
are available for the 1992-9- 3
academic year. Teachng
are also available
As-sistantsh-

ips

for Afganistan, Ecuador,
OPEN
8 -- 5:30 DAILY
SATURDAY

92

(216)

345-74- 05

France, Germany, and Korea.
For application materials, see
Fulbright Programs Adyiser,
Mary Addis
2381

237 Kauke. ext.

Campus applications deadline I
I
is October 9. 1991

THE WOOSTER VOICE
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Mystic CTs '17 Relics' Rock the Underground Saturday Night
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor .

.

.

.

"
.

Tomorrow night at 10 pjn., the
Underground will be booming with
the sounds of one hot band from
Connecticut

i

-

. .

,

'

V

.

-

';

- .

'

. :

.

-

-

...

Friday. Segt. 29
HAPPY HOUR: Chill at the Un
derground from
pjn.
VIDEO: Watch Rain Man at the
Underground at 8 p.m. for
only $.50!

'

5-7:-

17 RELICS hails from the popu-

lar seaside resort town of Mystic,.
.
Connecticut, "and has been causing
Enquite a stir in that area of New
gland.
The foursome consists of vocal-- a
ist Michael Fitzgerald, guitarist Alex
Pellish, Dave Bentley on bass and'
Rich Frietas on drums.
They are all recent graduates of
'
The University of Connecticut and
have been performing together since ,
their senior year in high school. What
makes this group such a great attraction is the fact that they write all of
their own material and have gained a
popular following since their high
school days when they were restricted '
to playing at school events and promoting themselves.
Now out of college, they have
been playing music as professionals
with a promoter to boot on a regular
and more lucrative basis. They liave
, played at various clubs in the southeastern Connecticut area and have 17 Reucs will be appearing
strongest comparisons are to group's
been met with a great response.
comhas
such as The The and even early King
been
The band's sound
pared to R Fr.M . as many college Crimson. The group itself quotes
oriented bands are, but the groups musical influences as broad as AC

:yll

Willy Porter Plays
Tonight
Mom's
SHAWN PERRY

WILLY PORTER at Mom's Truck
p.m.!
Stop from
DANCING: Boogie to the music
of D J. BRIAN McPHAIL at the
Underground from 11 pjn. --2 am.
9-- 11

Saturday. Sept. 21

''

CHESS TOURNAMENT: This
exciting event begins at 10 ajn. at
Scot Lanes.
MOVIE: Don'tmiss the HOT film
Ghost in Mateer at 730 & 10 p.m
for only $1.00!
BAND: Dance to the COOL tunes
of the 17 RELICS at die Underground from 10 pjn.-- 2 am.
Sunday. Sent. 22 - . .
CLASSIC FILM: ton'i miss
Shane at Mateer, 7:30 pjn. ITS
FREE!

mo-sici- an

al-bumt-

legendary' guitarists from Ry currently available in both
Cooder to Stanley Jordan.

cas-

sette and CD formats.

Theyioosttr Voice is looking for Arts & Entertainment
writers for album reviews and funeral reportii If interested
please contact Shawn Perry at the Voice. Ext-2598.

with songs such as 'Trout.
DC. Sonic Youth, Emerson Lake and their
iiricane"and"Beoer Left Behind."
Palmer, and Ziggy Marley. In 1988
charge for admis- the group released their first six- - There is a
song EP which showcased some of sfon with a colleee I.D.
75-ce- nt

e
The College Of Wooster Art Mu- September 1 1 and is on a
will
Septemfrom
travelrun
Classes
basis.
natiorially
will
feature
a
seum
ing art exhibit displaying the works ber 16 through November 9 The
of 101 women artists of color begin- Center offers classes in dance, potning August 28 through October 6. tery, music, and basic arts and crafts.
Titled "Ancestors Known and Un- For more information caD the Wayne
known: Box Works," the exhibit is Center Arts Office at 264--ARTS bepart of the Cortege's forum series on tween 9 am. and 5 pjn. .
TLfIert3ce,PcriwarKjDiscrim
The Akron Symphony Orchestra
tion; Perspectives on Race, Gender, celebrates the opening of their 40th
Anniversary Season wima speriaTAH
Class and Culture."
Request"
program on Saturday, SepThe exhibit has toured the country
through the organ ration Coast to tember 21 at 8:15 pm. Corxtairigthe
CoasLa coalition founded in 1987 lo orchestra and chorus will be Maestro
sepport women artists. The Art Mu- Alan Baiter. Selections, voted on by
seum is located on University Street .audience members last November,
Mortage cfFigcro
behind Andrews Library and is open
Tiff Eulenspiegels
Strauss
Overture,
free oCcharge from 9 am. to 5 pjn.
Monday through Friday and from 2 and Rachrnaninofrs Symphony No. 2.
.
to 5 pm.cn Sunday. '
The concert wil be held in Thomas Hall
on the University of Akron campus.
The Wayne Center For the Arts is Tickets are $18, $15. and $12 with
first-com-

He has also been known to perform classic songs from such artists
Tonight Mom's will feature as the Jackson 5 and Jimmy Buffet
He placed second in the
guitarist Willy Porter at 9 p.m. as
part of the Spotlight Showcase Twin Cities Best Acoustic Guitar Player Contest in 1989 and
sponsored by SAB.
Performing both original and has recently opened concerts for
Stanley Jordan and Leo Kottke
covtr material, Willy Porter is a
wuh great stage presence and in addition to being showcased
musical prowess. His tenor voice at the national convention of the
coupled with his contemporary National Association for Camfingerstyle guitar techniques make pus Activities.
In addition to his critically
for an emotive and very entertaining
acclaimed first album, "Leaving
performance.
'
'Hi, original works have been Tomah-- Home," his current
Trees Have Soul," is
compared to the works ot other
The

-

for only $J0!

In & Around Wooster

A&E Editor

.

SPOTLIGHT SHOWCASE
Don't miss acoustic guitarsinger

p.m.
at the Underground on Saturday at 10work,

--

30

in-cludehiaz-

&'sThe

now open for regissatjon for its fall group and student discounts available.
session of classes in the arts. Regis- - For more informatiah caQ the Akron
tration runs from September 4 through "Symphony Office at
..
535-813- L

'

Monday. Sept. 23 & Tuesday.
ScpL 24
SIDEKICKS
REGISTRATION: Sign up at
Lowry Front Lobby for FUN
courses at LOW costs!
VARIETY SHOW
REGISTRATION: Sign up so
you can show off your talents and
win cash prizes at Lowry Front
Desk and attend either the meeting
on Moo. at 4 pjn. or Tue. at 9 pjn.!
OPEN MIKE NIGHT
REGISTRATION: Monday's the
last day to sign up at Scot Lanes, so
HURRY!

Wednesday. Sept. 23
VIDEOS: Don'tmiss eetleJuice
at 8 pjn. and Mississippi Burning
at 10 pjn. at the Underground
They're only $ .50!
PRELIMINARY

OUTSTANDING

SENIOR

VOTING: Turn in your ballot at
Lowry or Kin., 7 pjn.
5--

What's happening on campus
this week?
CaD the SJLB. Hotline (2)2333
to hear recorded messages
about all the HOT events of the
Student Activities Board

Arts & Entertainment
'

A
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ICE HOUSfi M1VE

- THkU

L

Polo, LL bean, J Crew, Lands

For all your beverage and party needs.
HOURS
Sun. - Thur.
11-12:-

30

Fri. and Sat.
11--

1

University

L

j

ICEHOUSE
I 3
L
Bowman

located at the corner of Bowman and Palmer

RAFF

WELCOME BACK
COLLEGE STUDENTS

HAUS
107

DISCOUNT AFTER 2 P.M. WITH STUDENT I.D.
S.
ALSO
RECEIUE 20 AFTER 5 P.M.
MON.-THUR-

KAFFEEHAUS
2730 CLEVELAND ROAD

tina, tispnt, uutoacJc KedTUap,
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Straggling Men's Soccer Drop 2 of 3

Scotember 20, 1991

ANDREW ROBERTSON
Special to Voice Sports
Several costly defensive mistakes
by the College of Wooster men's
soccer teanvresulted in a 2 loss to
ML Union Wednesday night in Alliance. The Scots controlled the
game's tempo right from the start,
but their mistakes as well as their
inability to score resulted in the game
slipping away.
"We beat ourselves," said Wooster
head coach Bob Nye.
Indeed they did. Aggressive play
. from the opening kickoff produced
numerous scoring opportunities, but
no one could put the ball in the net.
Wooster goalkeeper Drew Nelson
'92 made a miraculous sliding save
3--

i

loose ball past Purple Raider goalkeeper Aaron Campbell to pull the
Scots within one. Two minutes
later Roger Haller '95 launched a
perfect cross to K.C. Sl John '95
who knocked in the tying goaL Bat
comeback hopes were dashed when
Egan headed in Ml Union's winning goal on a Bradley Baker throw-i- n
with only three minutes left in the

on Sean Egan's close quarter shot
midway through the First period, but
even that failed to inspire the Scots.
Then disaster struck. With less
than two minutes to play in the first
half, the Wooster defense committed a critical mistake. Ml Union's
Scott Johnson collected a loose ball
in front of the Scot goal and beat
Nelson to put the Raiders up,
The Scots continued the attack in
the second half, but a defensive foul
in the penalty area gave Ml Union a
penalty kick. Mike Thursam converted to give the Raiders a 0 lead
midway through the period.
With their backs to the wall the
struggling Scot offense finally found
its rhythm. Eric Bell '93 blasted a
1--

0.

game.

"Overall we played quite well,"
said Nye after the game, "but mistakes hurt us."
Hoping to rebound after the loss to
Ml Union, an inspired men's soccer
team responded to the cheers of a
large hometown crowd and defeated
the Polar Bears of Ohio Northern ,

2--

4-- 0,

-

Saturday afternoon at Carl Dale Field.
MI like to see spectators getting
into the game,' said Wooster assistant coach Graham Ford.
"We played with great patience-sai- d
Nye. "We moved the ball well,
and it was a great team effort out
there. I think it was the best game
we've played all year."
The Scots pushed the attack from
the opening kickoff.- - Galen
Avgerinos '94 and Pete Falcone '92
both threatened to score in the early
going but Ohio Northern goalkeeper
David Knapp made two Tine saves to
keep the game scoreless.
Minutes later. Nelson made a diving stop on an Aaron Hatcher bullet
from the right side, and that seemed
to get the Scots rolling again with
relentless offensive pressure that
proved to be too much for the Ohio
Northern defense. With 14 minutes
left in the first period, Alan Banda
'95 collected a loose ball in front of
the Polar Bear goal and powered a
shot through the hands of Knapp to
Then Mphatso
put the Scots up
crossed
to Bell, who
Namwali '93
with only
goal
headed in the second
three minutes left in the half to give
Wooster a 0 lead.
The Scots continued the pressure in
the second half. Rio Morgan '93
posted the Scots third goal with an
assist from Avgerinos, and Bell closed
out the scoring with an insurance goal
1--
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Wooster looked to score first,
but Haller's shot form the top of
the box glanced off the goal post.
The rest of the first half was a
series of missed opportunities for
both teams.
But the tide turned. John Carroll
defender Matt Sullivan powered a
long, threacherous ball that danced
in the swirling wind toward the
Wooster goal. Goalkeeper Nelson
was caught unaware as the ball
sailed over his head and into the net
to put the Blue Streaks ahead,
John Carroll added an fosurance goal
with only 30 seconds left in the game
1--

1

when Pablo Ramirez beat the
2-- 0.
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Wooster defense and Nelson with an
incredible shot to make the final
Wooster will try to get back on the
winning track when they return home
to host Otterbein Saturday at 3 p.m.
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On Wednesday, the Scots traveled to John Carroll University,
where the Blue Streaks reached into
their bag of tricks and pulled out a
stunning 0 victory over Wooster.
The Blue Streaks scored twice in
the closing minutes to post their
fifth straight victory, while the Scots
dropped to
"It was a disappointing loss," said
Nye. "We still don't have the patience. We're rut finishing our attack."

As seen

J
Here's the deaLUfee paired some of the
most popular Apple Macintosh computers
with some of the most popular Apple print- ers. Buy creel these cornbinations, and save
big bucks. Gotk? Good Now get going.

2-1- -2.
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midway through the second half.
With the win, Wooster improved its
record to

tisf'
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cot ' s Volley ball Still WiMeSs

;

very Smucker '95, Schellhammer, and The team then traveled to Ml
clouds outside the gym burst to let found themselves down
CHRIS MACKY
- their rain come pouring
out. Inside quickly. The Lady Scots couldn't Tammy Brooks '92, and DeGrawall Union to battle the Purple Raiders
Voice Sports Writer
the gym, the Lady Scots' potential get another point as Albion closed it had kills in the most consecutive on Tuesday night
The Lady Scot's volleyball began to pour out as well. When out 15-- Bush explained Wooster's match of the weekend so far.
After a lengthy pregame warm up
4-- 12

4.

.

team traveled to Richmond, Ind.,
to compete in the GLCA tournament this past weekend. Though
they didn't earn a match win at
the tournament. Wooster did "improve by leaps and bounds."
In the first match of the tournament on Friday, the Lady Scots
faced Hope College. Wooster
started the first game off on a
poor note as Jen O'Keefe '92 and
Julie Hottel '93 both missed their
serves. Hope's Shelly Barcman
then proceeded to serve eight
points in a row which gave her
team a commanding 13-- 2 lead.
Michelle DeGraw '93 and
O'Keefe each had a kill late in
the game but the lead was to great.
Despite five Hope missed serves
they went on to defeat the Lady
Scots 15--

Hottel began serving for Wooster
Albion When
the score was 0-Wooster.
she was finished it was
DeGraw, O'Keefe and Cathy
Schellhammer 92 each had kills
during that initial scoring stretch.
Holscott later served two aces in a
row to give the Lady Scots a 10--5
advantage. The match was very competitive the rest of the way until
O'Keefe served an ace at 14-- 1 1 to
give Wooster it's first win of the
tournament.
Coach Linda Bush was extremely
pleased with Wooster's play against
Albion. She informed, We won on
our aggressive play and good defense not on their mistakes."
Contributing to the explosive offense were DeGraw and Holscott
with one kill apiece; O'Keefe with
three kills; and Schellhammer with
Although Wooster did improve four kills Hottel led the team with
their net play from the initial game, six assists. while Holscott contrib- 3,

,

8-- 3,

3.
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the second game albion
jumped out to a 1 lead which
proved to be insurmountable for the
Lady Scots. Although a rally late in
the game momentarily kept their
hopes alive Wooster conceded the
game
Wooster's inexperience in final
match games doomed them as they
r-noo-

uuea tnem. mey lost tne secona
and deciding game to Hope, 15-Leading the attack for the Lady
Scotsfor their first match were
DeGraw with five kills and Jen
Holscott '93 with six assists.
Wooster's next match was with
Michigan's Albion College. Just as
the first game got underway the

r-I-

9--

--

5.

rj;

8-1-

5.

n

poor third game performance was
because of a lack of discipline on
defense. She explained, "Each individual was trying to win the game by
themself."
Schellhammer turned in a perfect
defensive performance form the back
row. She was flawless in 13 serve
receive attempts and had 12 digs in
as many attempts. She also led the
team in kills with five for the match.
Hottel ended the match with fight
assists and Holscott added six.'
Earlham took little time to defeat
Wooster in their third match of the
tournament. The Lady Scots could
manage only five points in two games
against the "Hustlin Quakers".

With the score 9:1 1, Hottel served Mt Union jumped out to an early
three consecutive aces to put Wooster lead in the first game of the
on top, 12-- 1 1. After several draining
game match. With DeGraw
rallies the score was knotted at
serving the Lady Scots scored their
The Lady Scots then tightened up first point of the game at
Mt
their defense and won the next two Union. Midway through the game a
points to defeat OWU
DeGraw kill and a Wooster timeout
The final game of the match proved couldn't slow Mt Union's momento be the most tenuous and exciting tum which carried them to a 15-- 3
match of the season to date. Neither victory.
team led by more than two points
The second game started out well
throughout the whole game. The for the Lady Scots with Holscott
game was tied at 12, 14, 15, and 16, serving an ace to initiate the game's
but a missed Wooster serve and a scoring. From that point on through,
best-of-fi-

ve

14-1- 4.

4-- 1,

16-1- 4.

rare Schellhammer missed pass Wooster couldn't find an effective

handed OWU the victory
.
Coach Bush credited "real good
passing, Cathy Schelhammerin parWooster then faced Ohio Wesleyan ticular" with Wooster's near vicin their fourth and final match of the tory. Schellhammer turned in anweekend. OWU exploded to a 0
other stellar performance in success-- :
9
lead in the first game. Wooster then fully passing
attempts in the
managed four points on DeGraw and match, Holscott was the assist leader
O'Keefe serves to place the score at with eight
.' i
4--S
&hel!hmr?t;:rrrtJDefiraw kills
Miejndlpf' the ipdrnamtnt
late in the game mattered little as Bush agreed" that the team that
Wesleyan won 15-was traveling back to Wooster
DeGraw accounted for Wooster's was not the same team that had
first three points of the second game arrived in Richmond just the day
with a pair of kills and two service before. "This is a much different
aces to make the score
The team," she explained. "They imLady Scots' offense seemed to come prove by leaps and bounds game,
alive as six players contributed to by game. I've never seen a team'
the cause. Holscott, O'Keefe, Mary improve so noticeably."
18-1- 6.

7--

34-3-

Jt

'"

6.

3-- 1.

offensive attack as Mt UnicfTrolled
r
to an easy 15-- 2 win.
In the third game of the match the
Lady Scots raced toa4-- 0 early lead via
two DeGraw kills and an Erin B isenius
'94 service ace. It seemed as though
Wooster's awakening offense would
keep the game close throughout, but
aftci leading 6 their offense stalled.
The Lady Scots could not score another point as Ml Union took the game
and the "match 15-Leading the Lady Scots on of- fense were DeGraw with four kills
and Holscott with contributing two.
Wooster will travel toOhio Northern on Friday to compete in a two-da- y
8--

8.

tournament

Great Lakes Colleges Association Cross Country Meet: Women Place Fifth, Men Take Sixth
HOWIE RENSCHTLER
Voice Sports Writer
The women's cross country team
took a stride in the right direction this
past Saturday morning when they
traveled to Indiana to compete in the
GLCA Cross Country Championships held at Earlham College. The
weather was sunny and muggy with
temperatures in the mid to high eighty
ies. The 5000 meter course was
rolling with a long stretch of terrain
through a forest The women's team
raced their way to finish fifth out of
nine strong teams.

.

Captain Anna Scherzer '92 finished
first for Wooster and sixteenth overall
with a quick 21:22. Scherzer was followed closely by Catherine Scott 95
whofiriishednineteenmoveraUinastrong
2135. Seconds behind Scott finished
captain Susan Louis "92 who placed
twenty-fir- st
in21:41. Having these three
women finish so closely together .is a
strong indication of the team work that
produces a viable cross country team.
Rounding out the top five places
for the Lady Scots were Carolyn Kiss
95 and Jo Lynne Denapli '93 in
22: 15 and 22:39, respectively. April

ATTENTION ALL OHIO RESIDENTS
Ohio residents enrolled at Wooster are eligible for
the Ohio Student Choice Grant in the amount of
$494.00. If you have not received this grant, please
stop by the Financial Aid Office in the Severance Art
Building for details.

Heck '93 finished immediately after BETH BLAKEMORE
Denapli in 22:44. These finishes again Voice Sports Writer
demonstrate the team effort and the
The Wooster men ran solidly
value of working together in races.
and sweated under smoldering
This past Saturday was an early Indiana heat to finish sixth in the
indication of the type of team that highly competitive Great Lakes
coach Dennis Rice has assembled for Colleges Association Meet last
this season.
Saturday.
The campus community can see
In the absence of a few key run-

real pleased with how the younger
runners ran as they were mixed in
with three of the seniors."
Co-captai- ns

Jeff Beck '92 (29:3

1)

and Mike Rachita '92 (21:39)
toughed it out on this five mile crosscountry course, which offered a little
bit of everything hills, grass, logs,
and woods.
--

the Lady Scots this Saturday ners, sophomores
Wheeler
Not far behind Howie
morning when they will race, Spaulding (28:56) and David Rentschler '94 and Paul Kinney
many North Coast Atlantic Con- Stouffer (29:02) led the Scots secur- '95 sprinted in with times of
ference teams in the Wooster In- ing 21st and 24th places in a ten 30:03 and 30:25.
vitational meet held on the L.C team field.
The Scots will host the Wooster
Coach Dennis Rice stated, "I am Invitational this Saturday at 1 1:45.
Boles Memorial Golf Course.
in order to provide extra support to students who have
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, & experienced or who are experiencing life in a dysfunctional
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
family due to alcoholism, The Dean of Students' Office, in
EXPERIENCE!
conjunction with Wayne County Alcoholism Services, is
Openings available for
- sponcoririg a professionally led support group.

student organizatons to
promote the country's most
successful SPRING BREAK!
tours. Call INTERCAMPUS
PROGRAMS
1-800-32-

7-60131

RDULT CHILDREN OF RLCOHOLICS
First meeting will be from 1 1a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Sept. 19.
Andrews Hall club room - Basement Level
Weekly meetings held on Thursday at 8p.m. in Wishert 104.
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Mto.UMoe Spoils Football. Opeeer
The Fighting Scots lost their
season opener last weekend, 24-- 8.
to the Purple Raiders of Mt.
Union College.
Although the Scots were

not

pleased with their toss, they oo believe
that their performance was an auspicious beginning for the season. Abdul
Rashid 94, running back for the Fighting Scots, said that "Ml Union wasa
disappointment, but I think we did a
hell of a job. We have the potential
to become a strong unit."

The Scots got off to a slow start,
giving up 14 unanswered points in
the first quarter. The scenario was
frighteningly similar to last year's
game when Ml Union beat the Scots,
48-Fortunately for the Scots, the
team persevered to put together their
own scoring drive.
Forcing Ml Union to punt in the
second quarter, the Scots took control of the ball on its own
line. Utilizing the pass and the run
effectively, the Scots moved the tell
0.

47-ya-

rd

down the field. The drive concluded
with a Brian Grandison '92 touchdown run of three yards. The two
point conversion was successful and
the Scots had shortened Ml Union
This score remained
lead to 14-until halftime.
The second half was a display of
excellent defenses. Although Ml
Union managed a field goal on their
first possession of the third quarter,
the remainder of the game was dominated by the defensive units of both
the Fighting Scots and the Purple
Raiders. Of the Scots' six possesions
in the second half, four of them resulted in punts, one was a fumble,
and on their final drive, the Scots
were unable to convert a fourth-dow- n
conversion.
Ml Union took advantage of the
Scots' inability to convert on the
fourth down. After gaining possesion
of the ball on the Scots'
line, the Purple Raiders scored a final touchdown with 0:41 seconds to
play in the game. The Scots have not
beaten Mt. Union since 1987.
8.
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Athletes of the Week:
Deb Drysdaie & Diane Bryant
Woman's Athletic
Association Release
Two four six eight who
do we appreciate? Cheerleaders?!

Not, most would answer.
What do they do, anyway, except wear cute little uniforms,
smile and jump around a lot at
games?
Tell that to Deb Drysdaie '93
and Diane Bryant '92,
co-capta- ins

of Wooster's

seven-woma-

n,

cheerleading
squad and they might laugh,
then have a thing or two to say.
They have both been cheering
for well over seven years, and
Drysdaie has been a captain at
Wooster for two years, Bryant
for three. Drysdaie also works as
assistant coach of Wooster High
two-ma- n

School's cheerleaders.
What keeps them going, despite the bad rap cheerleaders

hours a day, nine months out of
the year, with little popular or
financial support, and usually
without a coach. They make up
routines, teach themselves stunts
from books, things they've
picked up from camps or past
coaches. This year, it's encour
aging some guys to try out for the
team, helping them learn gym
nasties and daring stunts. And
it's the challenge of getting people
to see beyond the stereotypes.

Drysdaie and Bryant don't
seem to want sympathy from
people. With or without sympathy or respect, they seem determined to build cheerleading into
a program people will be eager to
support and join. "The talent.
participation, and especially support from administration and
coaches have improved a lot,'
Drysdaie commented. "But
think people are reluctant to call
cheerleading a sport, or us ath
letes, just because it's fun."
Practicing two hours a day, doing

tend to gel?
According to these two. it's
the friendships within the squad,
the travelling, the excitement of
being "a sort of link between, , back flips, going to at least a game a
the crowd and the team." Here week, putting up with stereotypes . .
eight who
six
at Wooster, it's the challenge. .two four
too: cheerleaders practice two do we appreciate?

The Scots; however, have remained optimistic about the remainder of the season.
Bob Tucker, Wooster's head
coach, said that "the team has been
upbeat all fall. Unlike some previous years, we get our electricity from
within, not from the cheerleaders,
coaches, or fans. We need to bottle
it up for the next nine weeks and use
iL"
The Scots will get their first chance
tomorrow against the Wittenberg Tigers, Wittenberg won last year's
In facu Wooster has not
game, 3
beaten the Tigers since 1949. The
Tigers, however, are not as strong as
years pasL Wittenberg returned
only 12 starters from last year. This
does not include many of the starters
from last year's powerful offense.
A weakened Tigers team means
that the possibilities for a Wooster
victory are greater than usual.
Tucker said,"Wittenberg does not
have as much experience as pre1--
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vious seasons,, and
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think"

TV
RB Brian Brandison

that

we are a better team."
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Womenfs Soccer Continues

KARYN POWERS
Voice Sports Writer

Impressive Play

The women's soccer team has just
completed their second week of games,
highlighted by their annual, weekend
long Lady Scot Classic.
Joining the Lady Scots in their
tournament were Sl Mary's College
of Indiana (whom the team had tied
in their first game). Calvin College
of Michigan, and Elizabeth town
College of Pennsylvania.
On Friday, the Lady Scots were"
matched up with Calvin College to
come away with their first win of the
weekend. Wooster had the majority of possessions on the ball but
were unfortunately caught playing
at the slow pace of Calvin. With 18
minutes to go in the first half, Kerri
Makar '94 scored the first, and what
would remain the only goal of the
game on a long volley from outside
the 18 yard line. There the score
Wooster.
remained at
The Lady Scots came roaring back
offensively on Saturday as they faced
the formerly ranked team from
Elizabeth town. Again, with 20:53
to go in the first half, Makar
stepped up to sink the first goal for
1--

0,

Wooster. To the horror of the
keeper, an apparent cross from
Makar on the right side drifted into
the back of the net, unassisted.
Five minutes later, LarisaFricsons
'95, took her turn and slipped one by
shot;
on a picture-perfelow and to the outside corner.
Halfway through the second, Jenna
Dear love 95 came up with her first
goal of the season, converting a cross
from fullback Julie Anderson '92, into
E-to-

E-to-

a

ct

wn

well-direct-

wn

header.

ed

schools and as a bit of trivia, had
beaten powerhouse Division I Michi-

gan State,2-0- .

The Lady Scots were not to be
taken lightly and kept the Lakers
at bay offensively. Goalkeeper
Lisa Hall 94 and her defensive
squad are to be given credit for
allowing just one goal throughout the entire game. It came in the
first half and was the result of a
scuffle and the ensuing scramble for a
loose ball in the goal area.
Wooster was unable to answer with

The final score was 0
Wooster. but that failed to give a goal of their own and Mercyhurst
the Lady Scots the championship to squeaked by with the win.
3--

their own toumamenL SL Mary's
College had also secured a 0 record
over the weekend but had six goals
to Wooster's four.
Commenting on the weekend as a
Anderson states.
whole,
"During the weekend, and especially
on Saturday, the encouragement from
the fans really made a difference in the
intensity of the game."
2--

co-capt-

ain

"We worked hard against a good
team but they just beat us to the ball on
key plays", sufficed Makar. While
teammate

and defensive player

Tammy Berger '93 observed, "We've
been trying to build from the bacfcfield
on up and play more controlled soccer.
I think our transition from offense to
defense has gotten noticeably better."
For the next week and a half the
Lady Scots will be playing a string of

Wednesday found the team on the
road again to face yet another
home matches beginning with
team. Mercyhurst College of DePauw of Indiana on Saturday at
Pennsylvania had been slotted in the
aTuesday game
number six spot among Division JJ - against Wilmington of Ohio at 4 p.m.
top-rank- ed

.

edby

JOHN MORROW
Voice Sports Writer
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